Sandals Dining Brochure
Dining ranks among the top three reasons choose one resort over another. This
dining brochure positions Sandals as having true gourmet dining, a rarity among all‐
inclusive resorts.
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The passionate palate
A Guide to Dining at Sandals
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Bon Appetit!
Dining is one of the highlights of the Luxury Included® Vacation. And our chefs live up
to the challenge, transforming closely guarded recipes into unforgettable evenings. Fire
leaps into the air as they sauté grouper caught that morning off the coast. Figs and
honey mingle as they braise lamb from neighboring farms. And dark cocoa is whisked
into delectable dreams. We use only the freshest local ingredients and the finest
imported foods. At Sandals, quality and creativity are the foundation for the Caribbean’s
best dining.
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Anytime, All The Time, Anywhere
Unlimited Dining Without A Schedule
Whoever said breakfast must be the first meal of the day? Dine on your own schedule –
as much as you want, when you want. From international restaurants to midnight dessert
buffets, the choices are as rich as Tiramisu and as exciting as a well-spiced curry. And
dining is made-to-order with 24-hour room service at many resort, private Butler Suite
dining, tables in the surf, and any other experience you can imagine.*

*Some experiences additional
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Barefoot by the Sea
Sandals Signature Dining on the Sand

Wiggle your toes in the sand – and barefoot elegance comes to life at our insignia dining
experience. Black-tie waiters unobtrusively serve divine seafood dishes garnished with
fresh ocean breezes. European culinary classics are redefined with the ethereal
romance of the Caribbean. And wherever you look, sea views are so seductive, you
may be temped to forget your meal altogether. But the legendary cuisine of Sandals is
so irresistible it is impossible not to surrender to it.
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A Choice of 147 Restaurants
Adventures In Dining
If variety is the spice of life, then Sandals takes you from the coriander of Thai dishes to
the rubbed sage of the South of France. With up to 11 on-site restaurants and exchange
privileges at all nearby Sandals, your dining choices are as many as XX restaurants per
resort. And there’s always at least one West Indian venue featuring volcanic blends of
allspice and pimento – for a daring taste of paradise.
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Culinary Tour
Favorites From Around The World

Not only do our chefs come from around the globe, so do our restaurants. We’ve created
restaurants that reflect the world’s greatest culinary regions. So we bring you the classic
secrets of Europe, the exotic delicacies of the Orient, and perennial favorites such as
Western grilles and traditional British pub fare. And international restaurants at every
resort place the world at your feet, with choices such as seafood Newburg and roast leg
of lamb. Whatever gourmet destination you prefer, it’s at Sandals.
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Taste of Tuscany
From Hand-Tossed Pizza to Al Dente Pasta

The Caribbean and Italy are alike in their warm-hearted approach to life and food. So it’s
only natural we include a taste of Tuscany in all its glorious diversity. Wood-fired pizzas,
hand-tossed and piping hot, make you feel you’re on an ancient Italian piazza – until
azure views of the Caribbean Sea lure you back to reality. Dazzling venues showcase
overflowing antipasti buffets. Impressive tasseled menus reveal selections like Gnocchi
with Pesto or Saltimbocca with Polenta. And Biscotti, Zabaglione, and hazelnut tortes
are lusciously sublime morsels of “la dolce vita.”
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East Meets West

Samurai appetites surrender to our Japanese Teppanyaki restaurants – where chefs
toss witty repartee with an Emperor’s Feast at your grill-table. It’s an evening of feasting,
camaraderie, and sake – with views stretching over the Caribbean ocean. Dishes such
as tiger prawns with sesame combine the subtlety of Asian flavors with the bounty of the
islands. Sushi and sashimi are prepared to order by fast-as-lightening Edo-trained chefs.
And to conclude your visit to the Far East, experience the piquant sweetness of mango
ice cream with tropical fruits – while blissfully relaxing in an authentic Japanese garden.
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Cheers!
Lift a pint at authentic British pubs

Brought brick by brick from the English countryside to the islands, our pubs are genuine
in every sense. Unlimited ales and lagers fill your glass. Nonstop merrimentfills the
evening with newfound friends and traditional games such as darts. And pub fare
including Shepherds Pie fills to English Toffee Mousse fills your longings for a savory
tidbit of Britain. So drop by and enjoy a night of good cheer!
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Unique Locales

Offshore Island Dining & Exclusive Gordon’s Restaurants

Included for Butler Suite guests, Gordon’s juxtaposes world-class cuisine with a
background of melodious waves and soft jazz on an ocean pier. Leisurely sensual,
Gordon’s is a privileged dining experience of the highest caliber. At Sandals Royal
Caribbean, find a sultry Shangri-La on a private offshore island just minutes away by
dragon boat. There, a majestic Thai restaurant welcomes you with blazing torches, fiery
curries, and heavenly specialties. Or choose the offshore Beach Club of Sandals Royal
Bahamian with its laid-back island seafood house. Here, conch fritters and chowders
with a splash of sherry find a happy ending in traditional guava pastries. Either way, it’s
dining at its most exotic in the most unexpected settings.
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Table for Two

Unforgettable Moments All Your Own

Sandals not only offers a breathtaking array of restaurants, we cater to your wishes for
the unusual. We offer dining just for two in settings of stunning inventiveness, such as a
floating sea raft or a table set in the shallows beside the beach. Let us serve you an
exquisite four-course meal under a gazebo overlooking the ocean or directly on the
beach within a curtained tent. Or dine under a velvety sky of stars surrounded by balmy
tropical gardens. At Sandals, moments for two are yours whenever and wherever you
wish – and are yours alone to remember.
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Libations
Perfect Pairings of Wine & Cuisine

Only Sandals includes unlimited Beringer® varietal house wines. Rely on your server to
suggest the ideal wine pairing with your meal; our staff is the most knowledgeable in the
Caribbean, with full certification by the Beringer Platinum Wine Program. Our elite
Manager’s List and a Chairman’s List of outstanding wines will duly impress even the
most discerning connoisseur. From rare vintages to lauded releases by boutique
wineries, these wines transform dining into a heightened sensory experience.
Exclusive Beringer Wines on the House
Only Sandals includes five unlimited varietal house wines by Beringer, the oldest
continuously operating winery in Napa Valley.
Wine Makers Dinners
In addition to wine tastings, Sandals offers optional events such as group Wine Makers
Dinners. Combining four star-level dining with exceptional wines, these epicurean
evenings are found nowhere else in the tropics.
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After Hours

The Party Continues And So Do The Culinary Delights
When the clock strikes midnight, something bewitching happens at Sandals. There are
elegant gatherings with Gimlets and Martinis – enjoyed poolside as tuxedoed waiters
circulate with endless trays of seafood. Or titillate your taste buds with dozens of
delectable desserts encircling elaborate chocolate fountains. From orange and
frangipani tarts to Sicilian cheesecake, the temptations are decadently irresistible. And
flavored coffees swirled with Tia Maria or Drambuie will warm your soul as the magic of
the islands fills your heart.
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Epicurean Adventures
Our epicurean adventures range the globe – yet all share our commitment to hallmark
quality. We constantly change our menus, delighting guests with new culinary
excursions. We even gratify our vegetarian guests with special menu selections.
Sandals makes dining one of the highlights of your Luxury Included® Vacation. And
many even allude to its aphrodisiacal powers – but that is something you’ll have to
decide for yourself on your next vacation.
(list of restaurants by resort)

